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Address RNG Consultancy
PO Box 
Dubai

Country United Arab Emirates UAE

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
RNG Consultancy provides advice, guidance and support to architects, consultants, facade manufactures and glass processors on many aspects of
the architectural flat glass industry. With more than eighteen years experience we specialises in the following areas:

New facility start up, including design, preparation and implementation.
Existing facility re-design and expansion.
Tempering and Heat Strengthening setup, audit, training and diagnostics.
Implementation of ISO, CEN and ASTM quality management systems and standards.
Implementation of factory production controls in preparation of CE accreditation.
Production auditing and "Lean" manufacturing methods.
Quality control assessment, setup and training.
Operational production software setup, implementation and training.
Architect, consultant, client and facade manufacturer representation.
Independent quality and failure assessment.
Employee training and assessment.

Company Profile of RNG Consultancy

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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